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Â . Continuum Â . Jason PriestleyJennie Garth. Beverly Hills 90210. Film Movie. Dvd Film.A group of conservative women is planning a march in Washington on the Saturday after the election to protest any attempt to impeach Donald Trump. They had earlier expressed their determination to gather at Trump Tower, with the aim of intimidating the president-elect and his administration in the early days of his presidency.
Having failed to persuade the President to change his mind about members of the Congressional Black Caucus attending his inauguration, the women hope to make their intentions plain. “A lot of people believe he will face impeachment or even be removed from office,” said Judy Hubertz Fuller. “We want to be the show of force.” Ms Fuller and her fellow marchers will be protesting on behalf of newly-appointed RNC chair
Ronna McDaniel. Michael Flynn, who was Trump’s first national security adviser, was fired after it was claimed he had lied about discussing sanctions with the Russian ambassador to the US before Trump took power. Michael Flynn (Getty Images) Among the “Brigade of Builders” heading to the White House is the controversial feminist Ann Coulter, who suggested earlier this year that any Republican who voted for Hillary
Clinton should be shot. It seems Ms Coulter has discovered she is a great deal more popular among young women than she is among older ones. Milo Yiannopoulos is also in the march – a “sensitive leftist.” “I came to find out there is a sexual boycott of Milo by women,” Ms Fuller said. “He is very good at what
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